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lAnstrer any two questions from GrouyA and any three questions from Group-B; Separate answer script
must be used for Group-A and Group-B; Figures in the right hand margin indicate full marks.]

GRoUP-A

l. a) Write for statements to print each of the following sequences of integers:
i) 1.,2, 4,7 , 17, 16
ii) 1, 3,9,27,87,243

b) Convert the following.

i. From/or loop to do ". w.hile loop

inti,n=10;
for(i=0;i<n;i++)
t

printf("I like for loop.\n");
printf("%d\n",i);
printf("I also like do..while

Ioop.\n");
)

c) What are the purposes of break and continue statement? Explain with example. 2
d) Write a C program that reads a positive integer n and then prints the following 3

pattem using for loop in n rows. For example, if n is 4, then the output would be
the following-

2. a) Write the first line of a function defnition, including the formal argument
declarations, for each ofthe situations described below:

i) A function called process that accepts an integer and two floating-point
quantities (in that order) and returns a double precision quantity.

ii) A function called word that accepts two characters and returns none.
b) Write a function prime( ) that returns I if its argument is a prime number and

retums 0 otherwise.
c) What do you mean by local variable and global variable? Explain with example.
d) Write a C program to calculate the factorial ofa positive integer using recursion.

ii. From while loop to/or loop

x=5;
Y= 50;
while (x <= Y)
{

printf("%d ", x);
y=y/x;

)

cccc
ccc
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c
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3. a)

b)

c)

What do you mean by function prototypes2 Where within a program are function
prototypes normally placed? Give example.
Write a C program to calculate the Greatest Common Divisor (GCD) and

Least Common l'lultiple (LCM) for given two positive integers input.
Write output of following C programs.
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i)
#include< stdio. h>
int sum(int n)
t

if( n<1)
return n;

else
return n + sum(n-l);

main ( )

ii)
#include< stdio. h>
intq=5;
void func ( )
{ inta=!O;

staticints=10;
a = a + q;
s = s + 9i
printf ("a=%d, s=%d\n',, a,s) ;

)
int main ( )
t

func ( );
q++;
func O ;
return Oj

)

)
int
t

printf("%d", sum(G) );
return Oj

)

4. a)

c)

b)

GRoup-B

Yr,1. 1n 
appropriate array definition for each ofthe following situations.i) Define a one dimensional, 12 erement integer a*ay carled, Arr. Assign the values

L,4,7 ,1A to the first four-array elements and assign 0 for rest elements.
ii) Define a two-dimensional f,our erements character array called dir-ection. Assign

the strings Nonth, South, East and West to the array elements.
Declare an atay of size 20 and initialize it with some numbers. Next, find the cumulative
sum of the array of numbers and store those numbers in the same array. For example, if,I" gr"v contains {5,2, 6\ initialry then after execution of your program it wrtt contain
{5,7, 13}.

Write output of the following C program.
#include<stdio. h>: #include< string. h>'
int maino
{

char s1[8J="IIUC", s2[8] =,'CSE,,, s3[8] =,,Lt2L,, 3printf( "%d\n ", strlen(s1) );printf( "%s \n ", strcpy( s1, s2) );printf( "%s \n ", strcat (s2, s3) );printf( "%s\n ", strrev(s2 ) );
return Oj

)
write a c program using function to determine the number of occurrences of the letter
'A.'. in a given string. The string wiI be a parameter of your function and your function
will return the number ofoccurrences of thJ letter .A' in ihe string.

Whatis a pointer? Write the meaning of the following declarations:i. int *p[1o] j
ii. int *p(void 

) j
iii. int p(char *a );

d)

5. a)
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b

c)

When passing an argument to a function, what are the differences between passing by

value and passing by reference7 Explain with a simple C program.

Define a union of type a 
-type 

that contains the following two members:

a) A single character called current
b) A single character called savlngs

Then define a structure oftype account that contains the following four members:

a) An integer quantily called acc-no
b) A floating point quantity called balance

c) A 40 element character array called name

d) A union of lype a-type, called acc-type

Finally, declare two structure variables, called o-Zd and new, whose composition is as

described above.
d) write a c program using affay of structure that will allow you to enter and display the 3

following information about your family members:

i) name ii) age iit) last degree iv) occupation v) salary

Evaluate each of the following &lrwrse expressions:

int x=oxoAB4, y=oxAzo4 i
i) xly ii) x&y iii) x^y iv) x<<4 v) y>>8 vi) -x

what is a macrol Defrne a macro MIN that gives the minimum of two values. Then write

a program to test the macro definition.

what is a data file? Summarize the different file types that can be specified by the

fopen ( ) function.
Wiite a complete C program that will take name and phone number of a person as input,

then write the information in a data file named info . txt.

what do you mean by dynamic memory allocatior? what library function is used to

allocate memory dynamically? Explain with example.

Write the output of the following program:

i)

6a)

7. a)

b)

b)

c)

d)

z

2

#include< stdio . h >

int main ( )
{

ii)
#include< stdio. h >

#define MULTI(x,Y) x*Y
int +p,x[5]={rL,2L,3L,4L,57h int main ( )
for(p=x; P<x+5i P++) {

printf("%d ",++(*P))i
return O;

))

printf ("%d ",mULTI(2+3, 3+5) ) ;
retunn 0;

c) Is it possible to return multiple values from a function? Justify your answer with example. 2

d) Write a program to calculate the age from the given birth day by using structure of user 4

data typ; dite containing of three integer members called day, month and year'

The ouiput calculates the difference between the current date and given birth date. Display

the outfut as y year(s), m month(s), d day(s). [where y, m and d are positive integers

represent the year, month and day of age respectively]
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